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Promote a sustainable work attitude and approach amongst
the whole department with emphasis placed on minimising
quantities of consumables, recycling where possible and
sharing transport and travel arrangements etc.

Purchase flight cases made from sustainable products:
traditional laminates are not recyclable, there are greener
alternatives. This extends to considering sustainability in all
equipment investments, what will happen to the item once it
has reached its end of life? How will you plan to dispose of it?
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Use less tape: use Velcro straps or cord to tie cables. Only have the PA powered up when needed. And when off
check that equipment is not in standby.

Use rechargeable batteries where previously disposables have
been used in RF equipment, measuring devices and torches.

Share daily prediction/rigging information with other crew via
email or message rather than being printed.

Ensure that power requirements are calculated as accurately
as possible when specifying supplies so as to not have
incorrectly sized generators or unnecessary additional or
oversized cable.

Cut down on unnecessary quantities of spare equipment to
minimise truck space and impact of carrying extra weight.

Have a team set of tools and not individual tool boxes.
This cuts down on the weight and volume that a show
carries.

Work with other vendors, suppliers, manufacturers, designers
and specifiers to promote that sustainability should be
incorporated into their work, their thought processes and
practices. Help change attitudes.
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